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Let & be a von Neumann algebra and J1’” its von Neumann subalgebra. Let 
q be a faithful, semifinite, normal weight on A+ such that the restriction 
‘p 1 J1/‘ of v onto Jlr is semifinite. The first main result is that 4” is invariant 
under the modular automorphism group utq associated with y if and only if there 
exists a a-weakly continuous faithful projection e of norm one from X onto J1/‘ 
such that i(x) = $ 0 C(X) for every x E ntF. The second result is that a von 
Neumann algebra -4 is finite if and only if any maximal abelian self-adjoint 
subalgebra of A is the range of a u-weakly continuous projection of norm one. 
This result is an answer for the question which Kadison raised in the author’s 
talk at the International Congress of Mathematicians in Nice, 1970. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
For semifinite or finite von Neumann algebras, conditional expecta- 
tions have been investigated extensively as a noncommutative exten- 
sion of the usual conditional expectations in probability theory; 
see [5] and [28]. E s p ecially, Umegaki studied them in great detail [28]. 
On the other hand, Tomiyama showed in [25] that each projection 
of norm one of a C*-algebra onto its C*-subalgebra enjoys most of 
the properties of a conditional expectation. Furthermore, it is generally 
expected that conditional expectations or projections of norm one 
in operator algebras provide a powerful tool to study the structure 
of operator algebras. For example, the property (P) of a factor in 
the sense of Schwartz [18], is closely related to the existence of a 
projection of norm one, see [9] and [17]. Moreover, the approximation 
of a central sequence in a III-factor by a sequence in a subfactor, 
considered by McDuff in [29], is understood as an application of 
conditional expectations in the II,-factor. 
But, the theory of conditional expectations developed by Umegaki 
depends upon the existence of traces; therefore, it is not applicable 
for von Neumann algebras of type III. On the other hand, the theory 
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of projections of norm one in G-finite von Neumann algebras, 
developed by KovPc-Sziics [8] and Stsrmer [20], is free from this 
restriction; but the relation between them has not yet been studied. 
In this paper, we will study the conditional expectations based 
on the relatively new theory of noncommutative integration developed 
by Combes [l, 21, Tomita [24] and the author [22, 231. Our main 
result, roughly speaking, is that if a von Neumann algebra J&’ and its 
von Neumann subalgebra A’” are given, and if ‘p is a faithful, normal, 
semi$nite weight on &+ which is semiJinite on JV, then there exists 
a o-weakly continuous projection E of norm one of ~2’ onto JV such that 
9 = (9’ / JV) 0 E if and only if JV is invariant under the modular auto- 
morphism group ut associated with v. The result will be stated precisely 
in Section 3 together with some application and will be proved in 
Sections 4 and 5. 
2. DEFINITIONS AND NOTATIONS 
We will use the notations, the terminologies and the results in [22] 
with the following exceptions: a generalized Hilbert algebra in [22] 
will be called a left Hilbert algebra; a modular Hilbert algebra in 
[22] will be called a Tomita algebra; a Hilbert algebra in [3] will be 
called a unimodular Hilbert algebra. 
We will summarize the theory of weights developed by Combes 
[l, 21, Pedersen [12, 131, T omita [24] and the author [23]. Let JZ be 
a von Neumann algebra. A function q on the positive cone J&‘+ of 4 
with values 20 finite or infinite is called a weight if 9) satisfies the 
conditions: 
94x + Y> = dx> + T(Y)? %Y Ed+; (1) 
dW = 444, h 3 0, XEdA?+ (2) 
where we use the convention: 0 * (+ to) = 0. 
Suppose 9 is a weight on A+. Let n, be the set of all elements 
x E & with p1(x*x) < + co. Then n, is a left ideal of J%‘. Let m, 
denote the set of all linear combinations of elements x*y, X, y E n, . 
Then m, is a self-adjoint subalgebra of 4 and the positive part 
m,+ = m, n J&’ is exactly the set {X E &+ : v(x) < + co} and m, is 
spanned by nt m+. Furthermore, m, is a hereditary subalgebra of &’ 
in the sense that any element x E A+ majorized by some element in 
m,+ is in m,+; hence x*yz is in m, if x and x are in m, . The function 
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v is extended uniquely to a linear functional (i, on nt, . If y is repre- 
sented in the form 
y(x) = sup{w(x) : w EF}, XEA+, (3) 
for some set F of normal positive linear functionals on A+%‘, then it 
is said to be normal. If m, is u-weakly dense in JZ%, then 9 is said to 
be semifinite. If 9) is u-weakly lower semicontinuous and semifinite, 
then there exists the greatest normal weight y,, on A+ with the property 
T(X) = vJ”W7 for every x E In,+. (4) 
The weight r++, is called the normalization of v [23]. If p(x) > 0 for 
every nonzero x E A+ , then v is said to be faithful. 
The principal result of the theory, obtained by Combes [2], 
Tomita [24] and the author [23], is stated as follows: 
If q~ is a faithful, semi$nite, normal weight on AT+ , then 9I = n, n It,* 
turns out naturally to be an achieved left Hilbert algebra with left von 
Neumann algebra 9(‘%) isomorphic to A@ and 
$++l)*m) = (f I 7lh 5,77EW (5) 
furthermore, there exists uniquely a one-parameter automorphism group 
u1 of .A’ for which v satisjies the Kubo-Martin-Schwinger (KMS) 
boundary conditions in the sense that for every x, y in m, , there exists 
a bounded function F(z) holomorphic in and continuous on the strip, 
0 < Im x ,< 1, with boundary values 
F(t) = d44Y) and qt + 4 = ~(YdX)). (8) 
Conversely, every achieved left Hilbert algebra 2I gives rise to a 
faithful, semiJinite, normal weight v on Z(cU)+ by the equation 
F(x) = II 4 II2 if x = +y*q, 5 E 81, 
(9) 
= +m otherwise, 
which makes n, n n,* an achieved left Hilbert algebra isomorphic to ‘2L 
The weight v on 9(Iu)+ is called the canonical weight associated with 91. 
3. MAIN THEOREM AND ITS APPLICATIONS 
We state here our main result, which will be proved in the next 
section, together with some application. 
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THEOREM. Let A$’ be a von Neumann algebra and y is faithful, 
semifinite, normal weight on A!+ . Let JV be a van Neumann subalgebra 
of A! on which v is semi$nite. Then the following two statements are 
equivalent : 
(i) JV is invariant under the modular automorphism group a1 
associated with 9); 
(ii) There exists a a-weakly continuous faithful projection E of 
norm one from .X onto J such that 
9%4 = $J a 44, for every XEnt,. (1) 
The projection E of norm one of ~2’ onto JV is called the conditional 
expectation of ~4’ onto JV with respect to y. 
Remark. If JV is a von Neumann subalgebra of a von Neumann 
algebra A! and if there exists a a-weakly continuous faithful projection 
E of norm one from A onto JV, then for every faithful, semifinite, 
normal weight z,G on JV, the equality 
944 = * a 44, XEA,, (2) 
defines a faithful, semifinite, normal weight on A%‘+ with respect to 
which E is the conditional expectation of A! onto A’“. Hence JV is 
invariant under the modular automorphism group at’ associated 
with v. 
The conditional expectation E of A’ onto JV with respect to q is 
also determined by the following equation instead of (1): 
dx*Y4 = dx*4YMT x,.zEm,nA”, YE&. (3) 
The following properties of E are easily derived from (3): 
,(X*x) >, 0, XEA; (4) 
c(axb) = ae(x)b, a, bEA’-, XE&; (5) 
+)*c(x) < <(x*x), XEA. (6) 
By Tomiyama’s result [25], every projection of norm one of a 
C*-algebra onto its C*-subalgebra enjoys properties (4-6). 
COROLLARY 1. Let ~6’ be a von Neumann algebra and JV its 
subfactor. Let v be a faithful normal state of 4 with associated modular 
automorphism group al . Let JP denote the relative commutant JV’ n A” 
OfJv-UzdtF. 
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If A’” is invariant under (To , then the map 
is extended to an isomorphism of JV 0 ~4’“~ onto the von Neumann 
algebra 9(&“, A’““) generated by JV and MC. Furthermore, Ix(p)) is 
decomposed into the product state v1 @ v2 of the restrictions p1 of y to 
JV and vz of y to MC, where Gr means the transposed map of r; equiva- 
lently, we have 
dXY) = 944 V(Y), XEJV” and YEJVC. (7) 
Proof. Since at(X) = Jlr implies ut(Jlrc) = A+, ut leaves the 
von Neumann algebra 5%‘(Jr/-, A”-“) invariant. Hence v is a KMS-state 
on ~(JV, JV) with respect to (TV. Restricting our attention to 
g(A’“, A’-“), we may assume that A? is generated by A” and Jlr”. 
Let W,,(Jr/-, JITc) denote the algebra generated algebraically by JV 
and JV. It is known (see for example [3, Exercise 6, p. 291) that the 
map 
is an isomorphism. By our main theorem, there exists the conditional 
expectation E of A onto Jlr with respect to v. For every x E JV and 
y E A’-“, we have 
so that E(Y) commutes with every x E X. Since JV is a factor as 
assumed, E(Y) must be a scalar. But putting x = 1 in Eq. (3), we 
have 
4Y) = V(Y)> YE/V-C. 
Therefore, we get Eq. (7): 
dv) = d4 dY)7 XEJV and YE.@. 
It is not difficult to conclude from this that the map n is extended to 
an isomorphism of JV @ Jlrc onto ~4’ = &?‘(A’-, Xc); see, for example, 
WI. 
Let J%! be a von Neumann algebra equipped with a group {us : g E G} 
of automorphisms. Suppose A’ is G-finite in the sense of [8]. Then 
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it is known that there exists a unique u-weakly continuous faithful 
projection E of norm one of A’ onto the subalgebra A%!~ of all fixed 
points under G such that c o U,(X) = ~(3) for every x E A%’ and g E G. 
We shall show that this projection of norm one E of A onto JP is 
given as the conditional expectation of A’ onto J%‘~ with respect to 
a faithful, semifinite, normal weight which is semifinite again on kc. 
Suppose {wi : i E I} be a maximal family of G-invariant positive linear 
functionals on J&’ such that the support {s(wi) : i E I} are orthogonal. 
By the G-invariance of wi , each s(wi) belongs to AC. By G-finiteness, 
we have Cis, s(wi) = 1. For each x E A+ , define 
Then y is a faithful, semifinite, normal weight. By definition, q is 
G-invariant; hence the modular automorphism group of associated 
with ‘p commutes with uy , g E G [30]. Hence u1 leaves AC invariant. 
Furthermore, since 
every finite sum of s(wi) is in nt, , so that v is semifinite on A%‘~. 
Therefore, by the main theorem, we get the conditional expectation E 
of ~4’ onto AC with respect to 9). The G-invariance of E follows from 
the calculation, for x E J&’ and y, x E JG n nt, : 
y.(y*c 0 u,(x)z) = qJ(y*u,(x)z) = $5 0 a,(y”xx) 
= $(y*xx) = +(y*c(x)z). 
This completes the proof. 
Let us apply our main theorem to a C*-algebra Q? equipped with 
a one-parameter automorphism group at . If a state y of GZ is given, 
then we have the cyclic representation {n, , sj, 5,) of a induced by v. 
By [22; Theorem 13.31, if y is a KMS-state of Q? with respect to (So 
for /3 > 0, then there exist a one-parameter automorphism group 5;1 
in the von Neumann algebra .A’ = z-J@” generated by mV(6Z) such 
that the state r$ of A’ defined by 
is a KMS-state with respect to 5f for fi > 0 and 
wm 0 q(x) = I& 0 7&(x), x E a. 
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Suppose .B is a C*-subalgebra of GY. Let JI/’ denote the von Neumann 
algebra generated by the image z-,Jg) of B under 7~~. Then our 
theorem tells us the following: 
COROLLARY 2. In the above situation, there exists a a-weakly 
continuousprojection E of norm one of &’ onto M such that q(x) = +S 0 C(X) 
for every x E J%! if and only if ~7~ leaves N invariant. If 39 is invariant 
under crI , then N is automatically invariant under 6’a . 
4. THE PROOF OF THE IMPLICATION: (i) Z- (ii) 
Keeping the notations in the main theorem, let $U denote the 
*-algebra n, fl n,* equipped with the inner product induced by +. 
Then ‘$I turns out to be an achieved left Hilbert algebra with left 
von Neumann algebra Z?‘(a) isomorphic to 4. Let $3 denote the 
completion of QL 
Suppose M is invariant under Us. Let b denote the intersection 
2I n JV. Then !I3 is the achieved left Hilbert algebra obtained by the 
restriction of y to JcT+ ; hence the left von Neumann algebra 9(B) 
of B is isomorphic to JV. Let si be the completion of b. Of course, 
52 is a closed subspace of !& Let E be the projection of 5 onto A. 
Let A, be the modular operator of ?I defined in $j and let A, be the 
modular operator of !B defined in 52. Then we have, for every x E n, , 
and for every x E n, n Jlr, 
Therefore, we have, for every x E n, n JV, 
.A~?&) = A$$&). 
Since it, n JV is dense in 8, we have 
so that A”;4 leaves si invariant and the restriction of 0: to 52 coincides 
with Ai,” . Therefore, the projection E commutes with A, and we have 
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Hence we can omit the subscripts 9l or % for the modular operator d 
without any ambiguity. 
If we denote by 9#(2I), .@@I), P(!XJ) and L@(a) to indicate 
corresponding subspaces of 43 and A, respectively, then we have 
9#(23) = P(24) n R, 9y23) = P(?l) n 9. (3) 
Because 9#(cU) (resp., 9(2X)) is precisely the domain 9(Ay2) (resp., 
.Q3(O*u1/2)) of Og2 (resp., (LlG1i2)) as a Hilbert space and L@(8) = 9(dy2) 
and 9(%) = 9n(d~l/~); furthermore, we have, by (2), 
5@(0’,/“) = 9(0;/“) n A, 9(0$“> = 9(0$‘“) n si. 
It is now easy to show that the unitary involution 1% of $j with 
respect to 91 leaves si invariant and coincides in 9 with the unitary 
involution j% of % with respect to 8. Hence we do not use the sub- 
scripts PI and B for the involution J. 
LEMMA 1. ‘3 n A = 23 and 2l’ n R = 23’. More precisely, there 
exists a o-weakly continuous isomorphism p (resp. p’) of L?(B) (resp., 
9(B)‘) into _ctp(%) (resp., 9(a)‘) such that 
p o Q(5) = 9l(O, E E B3; 
P’ o ma’(S) = .rrl’(Q, 5 E 23’. 
(4) 
Proof. By definition, we have B C 2I n si. Take an arbitrary 
element 5 E ‘?I’ n 5% Then there exists a constant y > 0 such that 
in particular, 
il~(45 II d Y II 17 IL rl E 8. 
Since W n R CS@@3), E is ?rB’-bounded. Therefore, 
Cu’ n 31 C 23’. 
Hence, applying the unitary involution J, we have 
2t n 52 = J(%’ n A) C JS’ = 23, 
so that we get the equality 
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Applying J again, we get 
2x’ n 52 = 23’. 
Suppose now z-& (resp., nx) is the isomorphism of J?’ (resp., JV) 
onto Z(2I) (resp., Z(S)) d fi d e ne na urally, which is called the cyclic t 
representation of J&‘ (resp., M) induced by the weight v. Then the 
isomorphism p (resp., p’) of 9(S) (resp., Z(s)‘) into P(a) (resp., 
5?(2I)‘) defined by 
P(X) = ““4 o d(x), x E 2qB); 
P’W = Jr”4 o GWM x E S(B)’ 
is the desired one. This completes the proof. 
Now, recall the construction of the Tomita algebra 2l, in the 
achieved left Hilbert algebra 2l. The algebra 2I, is the set of all 
[ E $3 satisfying the conditions: 
(a) 5 is in fLc WY; 
(b) Out is in 2I for every 01 E C; 
(c) The function: 01 EC -+ (da[ 1 r)), v E sj, is holomorphic on 
the whole plane C. 
By Lemma 1, the Tomita algebra ?I$, in 8 is given by 
23, = 2& n A. (5) 
LEMMA 2. We have the following equalities: 
B=E%, 8 = E2r, 23, = E2&; (6) 
E(h) = 5% 5 E 2% 7)E’U; (7) 
E(h) = Wh, 5 E ‘u’, -q E 23’; (8) 
Proof. Since R is invariant under 7rg(%) and 7~~‘(2J’), E commutes 
with every r%(t), 5 E 23, and n%‘(q), 7 E 23’. Hence Eqs. (7)-(8) 
follow. 
Suppose [ is in 2l and 7 is in 8’. Then we have, by (8), 
so that Et is left bounded. Since E’% C 5@#(8), E.$ is r,-bounded, 
i.e., Et is in 8. Hence we have E9l C b. Since r23 is contained in 
2X, B = Eb C Eb. Hence b = EK Two other equalities in (6) are 
now clear; especially the equality 8, = E%, follows from the fact 
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that conditions (a), (b), and (c) remains invariant under E. This 
completes the proof. 
From Lemma 2, it follows that 
Therefore, ES(%) E jR is exactly the left von Neumann algebra 
.9(93) of B. Thus, we can define a map E of A? onto A” by 
e(x) = 7r$(E?r&)E), XEA. (10) 
It is now obvious that E is a u-weakly continuous projection of norm 
one of A%? onto JV. 
Let Q denote the imbedding of n, into $3; namely, qO is an 
identity map of n, , but Q(X), x E n, , is regarded as a left bounded 
vector in 9. If x is in J&? and y, x are in n, n A”, then we have 
9j(Y*x4 = (~“A4 7&) I rim(Y)) 
= (Er.&) h&) I 7,(Y)) 
= (7r.K o 44 7Q44 I %(YN 
= +(y*c(x)z). 
Hence we get 
@(Y *4 = dY *4+> (11) 
foreveryxEAandy,zEn,nM. 
LEMMA 3. If x is in m,+, then 
p)(x) = SUP{(~.&)?l I 7) : 7 E b’, II mB’(rl>ll < 11. (12) 
Proof. Let .$ = ~~(xl/~). If 7 E B’ and 11 rITg’(q)ll < 1, then 
d4 = II 5 /I2 b II 9I’(7>5 II = II h /I2 
= (v”4&h I 7). 
By Lemma l(4), we have 
Let (Q}~., be a net in 8’ such that {T~‘(&}~~, converges strongly 
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to the identity 1 and Ij rr8’(rli)lI < 1. Then v~‘(Q) = p’ o QT~‘(Q) 
converges strongly to 1 by Lemma 1. Hence we have 
~(4 = II 5 II2 = lim II 91’h)E II2 
= lim II TX(~) rli II2 = lim(dx> 77i I Q); 
therefore, we get the reversed inequality 
This completes the proof. 
Therefore, if x is in m,+, then 
Since nt,+ spans nt, linearly, we have 
&4 = ci, o 44, x E 11t, . (13) 
Now, suppose E(X) = 0 for some x E A?+. Then we have 
Em,(x)E = 0; hence (rr&x)v 1 7) = 0 for every r) E A. Since .rr&~) 
is positive, Tag = 0 for every v E si. Therefore, we have xy = 0 
for every y E n, n JV. But n, n JV contains a net {Y~}~~, converging 
strongly to 1, so that we have x = 0. Hence E is faithful. This com- 
pletes the proof of the implication: (i) * (ii) in the main theorem. 
5. THE PROOF OF THE IMPLICATION: (ii) =- (i) 
Suppose now there exists a a-weakly continuous faithful projection E 
of norm one of A’ onto M which satisfies the equation 
Consider the left Hilbert algebras 2I and ‘19 constructed from (A, y) 
and (JV, cp IX), respectively. Then 23 is a self-adjoint subalgebra of ?l. 
Let & and R be the completions of %!l and 23, respectively. Naturally, 
A is a closed subspace of 5. Let E be the projection of $ onto fi. 
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Let q@ denote the identity map of n, into $5. For any x E n, and 
y E Jlr n n, , we have 
h(X) ; 71,(Y)) = +(Y*x) = + o 4Y”X) 
= @(Y*+)) by (3.5) 
== (17m o 44 I rlm(Y)h 
hence we get 
h&4 = rim o 4% xEn,. (2) 
Therefore, we get ET,(n,) = ~m(~Y n It,), which means that 
E21 == 23. (3) 
Conditions (3.4)-(3.6) yield the following: 
W = (E)j”, tE21; (4) 
-W) = 5% 5~% 17 E‘% (5) 
-wd = Gm, t E aLI, 7jEB. (6) 
From (4), it follows that 
ES[ = SEf, 5 E 9yzl). (7) 
In fact, if .$ is in 9#(%), then there exists a sequence (fn> in %!I such 
that 4 = lim 5, and E+ = lim 5,“. Then 
Et = lim Ef, and Et+ = lim Et,* = lim SE[, , 
so that Et is in P(a) and SEf = ES*. 
Therefore, we have 
S = (1 - 2E) S(l - 2E). 
Since (1 - 2E) is a self-adjoint and unitary, we have 
(8) 
F = (1 - 2E)F(l - 2E); 63’) 
A = (1 - 2E)d(l - 2E). (9) 
Therefore, E and A commute; hence Ait, t E R, leaves R invariant. 
By equality (3), Ait 1 eaves %3 invariant because 
&tB = A”tE’U = E&5)1 
= E2l= 23. 
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Therefore, we have, for every x E nq n n,* n JV, 
hence ut(x) belongs to n, n n, * n JV. Since u1 is a-weakly continuous 
and n9, n n,* n Jlr is a-weakly dense in JV, ut leaves M invariant. 
This completes the proof of the implication (ii) 3 (i). 
6. MAXIMAL ABELIAN SUBALGEBRAS~ 
It is generally known that for every maximal abelian self-adjoint 
subalgebra a of any von Neumann algebra A! there exists a projection 
of norm one of ~8’ onto a. Concerning the a-weak continuity of a 
projection of norm one, we have the following: 
THEOREM. For a von Neumann algebra A?, the following two state- 
ments are equivalent: 
(i) J&? is$nite; 
(ii) For every maximal abelian self-adjoint subalgebra CT, there 
exists a u-weakly continuous projection of norm one of A? onto 02. 
Proof. The implication (i) => (ii) is known as the conditional 
expectation with respect to a normal finite trace. 
(ii) * (i): Suppose A’ is not finite. Let x be the greatest central 
projection of A such that AZ is properly infinite. We shall show that 
AZ contains a maximal abelian self-adjoint subalgebra which is not 
the range of a o-weakly continuous projection of norm one of AZ. 
To this end, we may assume that A%! is properly infinite. 
Let JV denote the von Neumann algebra 9(B) of all bounded 
operators on a separable infinite-dimensional Hilbert space 5. Let 
9 be a nonatomic (i.e., not generated by minimal projections) maximal 
abelian self-adjoint subalgebra of JV. By a result of Tomiyama [26], 
there does not exist a a-weakly continuous projection of norm one 
of JV onto 98. 
Since J& is properly infinite, A is isomorphic to the tensor product 
A! 0 M, so that we shall look at A’ 0 J instead of A. Consider 
the tensor product a 0 a, say %?, of r5Y and a. Then V is a maximal 
1 The author is indebted to Professor R. Kadison whose questions at the Inter- 
national Congress of Mathematicians in Nice (1970) suggested the idea for this 
section. In private conversation, Tomiyama showed a simpler version of the proof, 
but he will publish it elsewhere. 
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abelian self-adjoint subalgebra of A! 0 JV. We claim there does 
not exist a a-weakly continuous projection of norm one of A&’ 0 JV 
onto V. 
Suppose there exists a u-weakly continuous projection E of norm 
one of A! 0 JV onto V. For each x E ~4’ @ .A’“, let X(x) denote the 
convex hull of (U @ V) x(u @ u)*, where u (resp., n) runs over the 
unitary group of 0? (resp., ~28). Let T(X) be the u-weak closure of 
,X(X). Since y(x) is o-weakly compact and convex, it follows from 
the Kakutani-Markov fixed point theorem that Y(X) contains a 
point y such that (U @ n) y(u @ u)* = y for every unitary operator u 
in Q! and v in g. Since u @ v generates %?, y(x) n V’ # 0. But V 
is maximal abelian in ~2’ 0 ~6’” and S(X) C ~2’ @ JV, so that 
S(X) n %? # 0. On the other hand, for any element 
hence we have 6(X(x)) = {E(X)}. By the a-weak continuity of E, 
we have 
l ?(X>) = {C(X)} 3 S&(X) n V. 
Therefore, Z%?(X) f~ V precisely consists of the one point E(X). 
Let x be an arbitrary element of JV. Then we have, for any unitary 
operator u E GZ and v E 9, 
(24 @ v)(l @ x)(24 @ ?I>* = 1 @ uxu*; 
hence we have 
2(1 @ X) n V = 3?(1 @ X) n (I @ B), 
so that ~(1 @ X) belongs to I @ 9. Therefore, the restriction of E 
onto I Q JV is a projection of norm one of I @ M onto I @ 9i. 
Namely, .ZZI is the range of a o-weakly continuous projection of norm 
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one of JV. This contradicts the choice of 9Y. Therefore, there does 
not exist a o-weakly continuous projection of norm one of JZ? 0 J(r 
onto ‘Z. As we first remarked, the maximal abelian self-adjoint 
subalgebra of ~4’ corresponding to $2 under the isomorphism between 
JE%’ and J&? 0 JV is not the range of a u-weakly continuous projection 
of norm one of A. This completes the proof. 
From the theorem, the following question naturally arises: 
Question. For arbitrary von Neumann algebra J&Y, does there 
exist a maximal abelian self-adjoint subalgebra Q? which is the range 
of a u-weakly continuous projection of norm one of J&‘? 
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